APPLICATION FOR EXCHANGE STUDIES IN BIOLOGY
Autumn 2017/ Spring 2018

Prerequisites:

You must fulfil the following demands:

- **Master programme in Biology/Applied Biotechnology/Bioinformatics.** To apply for an IBG exchange programme you need to have 30 hp in finished courses. To start the exchange programme you need to have 60 hp in finished courses. (A student with a B Sc in Biology from Uppsala University may go already in this/her first master year.). A master student who has completed his/her B Sc at Uppsala University will have priority for exchange studies.
- **Other biology students** at Uppsala University with corresponding biology background from single-subject courses may be admitted last hand.

**Application**

Application for next year’s exchange programmes is done in the form found below, and must reach IBG at latest **March 15**. The application needs the following attachments: a transcript of records, a “passport photo”, and a short (about one page) essay in English where you present yourself and motivate why you need to go on an exchange programme.

The total No of Exchange placements is distributed according to the No of applicants from various quota groups. If the No of students who choose to study at a exchange programme exceeds th No of students that can get a placement there will be a selection. Selection is done within each quota group. Selection is based on university credits and interviews. The interview may override the credit criteria.

A, Priority is given a student on a bachelor programme, or with a B Sc from Uppsala University.
B, priority is given to the student with the highest No of credits passed in biology. (up to the maximal No of credits in his/her programme) If the No of credits is equal, the student with the highest grade has priority.

**More information**

More information about the IBG exchange programmes can be given by the IBG coordinator for exchange studies:

Eva Damm
IBG/EBC,
Norbyvägen 14
752 36 UPPSALA

Fax: 018-471 46 89
E-mail: Eva.Damm@ibg.uu.se